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ABSTRACT 
 
This proposal adapts academic insight to the professional context of New perceptions for office 
environments. Design led research outcome(s) envisaged will define a design process from its 
analytical foundation to the eventual provision of 3D spatial solutions. Adopting professional 
strategy with a valid brief and essential platform from which design solutions will emerge. 
 
This manifesto is user-centric positioned with an emphasis on an application of “wellbeing” and 
“sustainable approach to employee happiness” within working contexts. 
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Three interconnecting lectures, present a triptych framed by complex Indian workplace 
conditions and with documentation of design applications to commercial practice found in 
conventional office environments. 
 
01_ A definition of agenda and validation of design brief. 
02_ Application of NONoffice brief to existing working environments. 
03_ Analysis and evaluation with documentation of specific design intervention. 
 
The emergence of the phrase, the “non office office”, is a clever manipulation of terminology, 
where the occupant is lulled into a false sense of comfort, as effectively, this rebranding of 
corporate space has a massive, yet subtle, impact on the continuous demands placed on every 
employee. Consequently, we are always ON. This is a future construct, and although there is a 
relaxed superficial re-alignment with t shirts and flip flops, under the surface of comfort the 
continual remit of managerial suits remains. 
 
An advantage of this transformed environment meshed with residual play is an opportunity for 
new creative collisions, the tangible translated intangible and equally, with a shift from physical 
work to cerebral data. Such external forces are clearly driven by market and technological 
innovations and are impossible to ignore. There is an impact on commercial demand, as a 
consequence Design must respond to these emerging cultural aspirations. 
 
India has a population of 400 million of 18-35 year old people, where creative connections and 
thinking are relative to a generation born into the normality of virtual and operate comfortably 
and with ease within and between interfaces at the detriment of physical experience. This layer 
of population and their work attitude will undoubtedly shape the future of India. 
 
We are convinced that any disconnect with the tangible is a dangerous condition, one where 
any previous understanding of truth has been distorted and authenticity can take any form. Our 
proposal will address this imbalance through a sensorial approach that embraces the natural in 
the creation of space and furniture. We believe that associative sensorial memory will provoke 
change in the mind-set of users within this context, potentially introducing a more comfortable 
state of mind. Therefore our agenda, adopting Design as Doctor, where space can no longer be 
limited to a Modernist vision of functionality, as we are beyond the functional plane. As 
designers, we embrace a material reference to the natural as real, and tangible counterpoint to 
the virtual condition and societies obsessive relationship with interface.  
The presentation will be interactive, containing approximately 35 image-text constructs, 
defining context and visualising underlying creative process, agenda and culture. A visual essay 
that co-exists within conventional narrative, where media coincides, overlaps, collides, 
contradicts and at times remains enigmatically silent. 
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Dear Reader, 

 

Kindly please note. This transcript for a proposed future 
lecture is for illustrative purposes only, it remains non 
contractual and the text as formatted is not fixed, however, 
we will endeavor to remain faithful to our original intent. 
With our experience, it will certainly be modified by… the 
reality of the articulated spoken word and fluidity of 
performance, by creative mishap, and more importantly by 
the unexpected (and desired) interventions of the audience. 
To offer more precision this text as given will differ greatly 
when compared with the recording of the live performance. 
Furthermore, there will be a parallel complimentary 
publication to accompany this presentation. 

 

3DNova 
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00_PREAMBLE 
 

 
Figure 02. Design Theory Trilogy. Source: © stokes (2018) 
 
Our initial objective, is to develop a valid brief, open and with no specific preconceived 
endpoint. The first of three interconnecting lectures, a triptych framed within complex 
conditions found in India. A documentation of design applications to commercial practice as 
found in conventional office environments. 
 
The journey will provide, experience, insight and unforeseen problems and possibilities. We 
recognise design as a visual medium and we will conclude phase 01 of our study with a set of 
image-text constructs that will serve as a point of departure for the next phase of this 
adventure.  
 
Our present focus, however, as a direct response to DMI brief and from a pedagogic position, is 
to establish a framework and expressed as a set of graphic workflow diagrams that can be 
mapped to any design intervention.  
 
A series of considered actions offering a foundation for evaluation from which design solutions 
can emerge. Imagine a visual design thinking tool to configure a workable brief, more than just 
a checklist, and the essential first phase of any creative intervention, notably to reframing of a 
brief (client-side) into a translated, accessible and articulated into useful design language. 
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An additional outcome to our insight and agenda, after analysis of process,  
is to ask, the following question: 
 
Can we systemise creative design thinking to generate a workflow methodology to reveal a 
template of phased filters and offer this process freely for everyone to use/adopt/exploit and if 
possible, and if so what format can this take? 
 
We prefer to provoke questions, to actively seek exchange and to invite open dialogue, to 
transform a formal lecture into fluid creative practice and to justify our belief that dynamic 
open studio can take place anywhere. This lecture, and improvised session is integral to our 
“continuous strategy that is always in the making” and content derived that develops into a 
self-contained piece to be analysed and adopted for future use. We are not precious and we 
recognise dialogue and dissent as a creative act.  
 
Without communication there is no exchange. We acknowledge that any assessment of the 
validity of our approach will be measured by our successful application of our outcomes to a 
future construct to a commercial sphere.  
 
Furthermore, we are not arrogant to propose this process as a new form of truth, or ideal 
generic design response to unique set of cultural socio conditions. Good creativity within 
design, much akin to Art, avoids systemization and formula. Once design becomes formulaic 
the process truly dead. The methodology as revealed here today simply works for ourselves, or 
rather we imagine it will work for a future intervention, with a receptive client, context and a 
realistic budget. 
 
We are pleased to share this moment with you. 
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01_INTRODUCTION              
Who we are, what and how we do it… 
 
 

 
Figure 03. Design Narrative. © stokes 2018  
Source: LSA archive  
 
We are a studio of architects, academics, engineers and designers based between UK, 
Hyderabad, India and Singapore. We borrow strategies from academic research and apply 
insights to design applications for both space and 3D products to the commercial realm. Our 
objective is to enhance and promote wellbeing within corporate workspace and private 
individual domestic environments. 
 
Operating between academia and practice we use analytical methodologies to devise solutions 
beyond client demand, adapting academic research and mapping to the professional context of 
New perceptions for office environments. The final outcome(s) envisaged will define a design 
process from its analytical foundation to the provision of 3D spatial solutions. Equally, adopting 
professional strategy to a concise valid brief, and essential platform, from which solutions will 
emerge. 
 
Our focus is the provision of space and associated 3D installations that will provide ergonomic 
functionality and comfort, introducing a sense of calm.  
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Embedded within our offer is an improvement of physical and emotional comfort. We also 
address bespoke communal space conducive to a reduction of stress and allowing levels of 
recovery to take place. Interventions can be generic and suitable for mass production i.e. 
acoustic screen plus modular workspace units or site specific and bespoke interventions within 
existing spaces. Our operational matrix includes, architectural and furniture solutions, digital 
and technological applications, and together with acoustics, colour and material semantics. 
 
We believe design led research must accommodate interventions within the real, requiring 
future scenarios, or equally adopting to existing markets, and research should not only address 
contemporary issues but seek out yet-to-be imagined solutions. Whilst we accept that every 
new design opportunity can be seen as research, investigations that address culture and 
language are important drivers. Our insight explores a relationship between artefact and user 
via the interface of function. Furthermore, sustainability, we embrace as key and as a 
consequence is a given, i.e. an intelligent use of technology integral within the design process.  
 
Thus, we need to ask ourselves, what are the fundamental subjects central to each 
investigation and therefore central to a design opportunity? 
 
 

 
Figure 04. Design Narrative stokes (2018).                   
Source: creative commons/pexels  
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Within a framework of wellbeing we will assess prospective environments with advice on how 
to improve their employees collective and individual everyday work experience. New contexts 
for workspaces can include a diagnostic reappraisal of an existing workflow process.  
 
We respond to an understanding of what defines work and consequently there is a re-
evaluation of what constitutes a place of work. Environments need to adapt to new processes 
and configurations of work in this new digitally fluid interface savvy world and more 
importantly the people who occupy it. (Ref. chapter 04). 
 
We are also interested in developing collaborative projects, beyond India, offering the 
reappraisal of conventional office environments and associated culture for the benefit of both 
client and users alike. 

 
02_TOWARDS A BELIEF  
Some thoughts on Cultural design agenda… 
 

 
Figure 05. Cultural Innovation & Design Intervention Diagram stokes (2016)  
Source: LSA archive /stokes 
 
Design is not Art. We are not artists masquerading as designers, nor are we decorators but we 
insist that a considered aesthetic is important and form (language) is fundamental to our 
process. Art is equally complex and has its own  
 
rules and practice. Each approach placing demands on the participant and observer alike. Like 
Art, within design practice and theory, there are many parallel and interconnected viewpoints 
co-existing, contradictory and most definitely not equal. And any success, or interpretation of 
success is, can be fleeting.  
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There are many methods and strategies, personal obsessions that defy categorization and avoid 
perceived process. We can borrow from Art agenda and Design can be equally obsessive in as 
much as an artist can be systematic. Essentially, there are no rules!  
 
And in true situationist guise, we will attempt to convince the opposite. Revealing we can 
provide a template of creative process that usually avoids any systematic rational 
categorization. There is a need for the unexplained to exist, to thrive and where intuitive 
connections and associations are welcome, banal questions and errors in the pursuit of 
understanding are both necessary and acknowledged.“Ideas are only visible when absolute and 
extreme”. B. Fix. 
 
“Functionality is a given, and we embrace sustainability on moral grounds” …so therefore what 
are other more appropriate design narrative(s) and possible valid foundations for any design 
intervention?”  
 
“Any designed product is a unique business plan. A saturated global market increases the 
demand for brand visibility and consistency across all platforms. Effective communication is 
now even more essential for the success of a product and/or business.” 
 
“Can the product be executed in less lines, less materials, tensile replacing mass, moving 
towards nothing in a celebration of absence.”  
 
We can begin a project at any time and from any direction, however, what drivers in terms of 
good practice will guarantee a possible integration into the culture of Design and as a 
consequence embraced by the market. Are the two compatible? 
 
How do we start any intervention within a saturated market expanding exponentially without 
any clear or apparent reasoning? We embrace, and operate within this chaotic framework. We 
attempt to achieve an authenticity of voice, given a voice can be found. 
 
We accept there are no sets or given rules for a products success and there are anomalies and 
absurd constructs that exist and impact on cultural perception and insight. What we have 
understood via observation is a morphing of the creative and technical aspects of design 
process to the narrative of marketing and applications for lifestyles and social media.  
 
We witness exhibitions conceived purely from a perspective of Instagram, this is hardly a new 
phenomenon, architects are known to design with a magazine page layout already in mind, 
having carefully placed a red Porsche 911, as a coded signal of success or simple personal vanity 
either way its inclusion is contrived and outside of the functional content, yet, it is not overly 
superficial. It is an extension of the 3D brand spatial narrative. 
 
This translation of function from the evidently tangible to the subtle shift to “formal narrative 
as function,” is key to our approach and reading of future contexts. Further explanation will 
follow in a specific case study using individual and collective “wellbeing at work” as a design 
driver. 
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03_CONTEXTUAL FRAME (INTELLECTUAL) 
An exploration of the complexity of context(s) 
 
ARTICULATED INTERNAL INSIGHT(S) 

RESIDUAL LANGUAGE VIA Duchamp and Fukasawa  

STRATEGIC 3D LOGOTYPE 

UPDATE #0391FKD 

SENSORIAL EXPERIENCE 

ANDREAS AND MICHELE 

RON ARAD’S MISFIT SERIES (OPEN MODULAR SYSTEMS) 
 

 
Figure 06. (W)rapper. Communication is the new function (2018). 
Source: easyjet catalogue circa 1998/text insert stokes. 
 
If we take the detail of the portrait of what we can imagine to be is a mouth of a Rapper, we 
notice some curious details, the visual focus falls directly on the double row of embossed silver 
teeth (grillz). Then more accurately on the motifs found on their surface. So where’s the juice, 
more importantly, is there a story and if so…what’s their narrative? Are they functional? Did 
they replace the original? Do they come out and are they placed in a glass at night? 
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This extra layer of clip on “grillz“ dentures, are replicas of the existing behind. These duplicates 
complicate any original functionality to the point of dysfunctional, in terms of efficiency, 
mobility and hygiene. However, eating is not of prime importance to the wearer, its absence of 
a clear physical function offset by status. The dysfunctional creates the disruption to allow the 
event to take place. 
 
What is the essential need for their presence… a statement of power, of wealth via fashion, or 
otherwise. What is clear, there is a previous functionality translated via error on one level, into 
a visual glyph or canvas, an enhanced and modified 3D artefact now rendered visual and 
totemic. A simple device to communicate success expressed as extension of body ornament 
and oral jewelry.  
 
This almost invisible nuance marks and reflects the shift away from an idea being generated 
purely by the functional performance. More precisely, narrative as function. Where 3D form is 
reduced to surface available to place any visual cultural, marketing device and/or otherwise. 
Exact and micro-branded space, expressed clearly in terms of choice of material and graphic 
content.  
 
We understand immediately and recognise this individual’s presence, vocation and power. This 
is the prime objective of the product. 
 
 

 
Figure 07. Forward Through the Rearview Mirror.  
Source: MIT Press, 1997 (detail from publication) 
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To conclude, Design is now conceived seamlessly with a focus on the “Narrative” or more 
precisely, “Language.” And such components exist outside of the original products functional 
origin. There are both internal and external factors at work, with subtle undercurrents of 
modes of living, i.e. Lifestyles and products/events/ are the prime mover within this framework 
and gloss of approximate functionality, where function in some products are required to exist 
only for the duration of the shoot. The message overrides functional content. 
 
 

 
Figure 08. Design Narrative, Function as Given.  
Source : Digital Collage © stokes 2018 
 
Do understand we are not suggesting the end of a functional approach to design. Function is 
implicit and expected, more importantly, it is how service is packaged and presented to a 
targeted audience. And in parallel, aspirations are subtly woven into existing brand narratives 
and associated code are of prime importance, as the market doesn’t suffer fools. Any ambiguity 
or misaligned formal and material cultural code has serious consequences on the success. 
Communication therefore is key.  
No communication equates to no product. 
 
We can place ten almost identical dining chairs on a plinth each performing the same task i.e. 
to support the body whilst eating, yet, only one will be elevated to an iconic status. What 
makes this chosen solution special. We would argue it has little to do with its functional 
provision. It’s presence within the design arena is more accurately credited to the brand 
narrative framing the chair, the ambience woven around the function and its careful mediation. 
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CONTEXT AND TYPOLOGY_3D LOGOTYPE 
COMPLEX HYBRIDS 
 

Figure 09. Starbucks-Apple 3D LOGOTYPE. Digital Collage stokes (2018) 
Source : creative commons/pxhere123rf.com/flikr MD111 
 
To illustrate how self-referential and complex cultural code has developed with respects to 
retail design. Space has become with explicit palette of materials and forms as extensions of a 
predetermined brand architecture. An engineered sense of corporate confidence etc. 
 
Concerning Starbucks, there is no need to present any images of the various layers of comfort, 
we see this landscape already, burnt on our retina, we sense the space already as associated 
extension of a pervasive brand. We arrive at the counter and usually once we have negotiated 
the complexity of choice available and varied sizes of buckets, in or out, hot or cold etc.  
 
We confidently can ask for a cappuccino. If we remove the brand image, we feel the space, 
aroma and sense of apparent comfort allows us to believe we can safely ask for a coffee, we do 
not require the crutch of the brand, the space does it and we read it and find ourselves 
asking…” I’d like to withdraw £50 sterling from my personal account please.” 
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ADJECTIVAL CLUSTER 
STARBUCKS 
 CAPPUCCINO BUCKETS 
 ENGINEERED DOMESTICITY 
 EXTENSION OF HOME_MORE COMFORTABLE THAN 
HOME 
 INFORMAL 
 NOSTALGIA 
 AROMATIC WARMTH 
 SOFTNESS 
 
HIGH STREET BANK (PREVIOUSLY) 
 HISTORY, HERITAGE AND TRUST 
 MINIMAL   
 SECURITY AND CONFIDENCE 
 TRANSPARENT BARRIERS 
 FORMAL 
 EXPLICIT TECHNOLOGY  
 MODERNISM 
 COLD MATERIALS_STAINLESS ENGINEERED 
 
The contradictory spatial qualities of a bank are visible and problematic, faced with dwindling 
accounts and competition from internet, a former modernist code follows a technological and 
functional secure approach to convince customers as a material extension of their brand. Using 
heritage and trust embedded into font and interior, both remain uninviting and cold, austerity 
reflecting the remit of security stainless steel, rivets and armored glass etc.  
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And a more calculated response to design the front of house, borrowing heavily from the 
comfort of a domesticity of coffee shop typology collided with art gallery and minimalist 
elements. A domestic veneer invites with harshness removed, the new technological language 
of security remains invisible, yet present, to subconsciously promote confidence. 
 
Conclusions regarding the reading of existing formal typologies are such that any typology can 
be adopted to work in any context given the semiotic narrative underpinning the 
space/branding/logotype is considered and carefully implemented. Bank=Domestic=Bank. 
 
 

 
Figure 10. Detail from Radio Braun 1968 Dieter RAMS, Designer. 
Source : creative commons/flikr/braden kowitz 
 
“Good design is as little design as possible, Less, but better – because it concentrates on the 
essential aspects, and the products are not burdened with non-essentials. Back to purity, back 
to simplicity.”  
 
Commandment #10 Dieter RAMS. 
 
As we understand from looking at existing products from the modernist period. We assess their 
formal outcome and products associated with this approach. Form (language) is a given 
consequence of articulated function and with appropriate use of technology and materials, all 
framed within context and typology. 
 
However, we can safely assume we are now beyond the Modern typological condition, outside 
of Neo-Modernist minimalist revivalists, we understand function is no longer the “prime driver” 
of a product. We can go further and presume, a consumer demand for working functionality is 
a given and thus a non subject, unless, there is a distinct leap of innovation, with a designated  
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idea that is transformed by technology and impacts on the existing functional type. The shift 
from a four legged chair to a three legged one or from volume to 2D flat screen television for 
example. 
 
We are also formally beyond the expressive reference to the machine, and the image of 
machine as an extension of Man and we are no longer tethered to the mass of the mechanical 
age. We do admit there is a continued masculine obsession with the image of technology as an 
expression of the over engineered as metaphor for both power and control. Mass is of the past. 
 

 
Figure 11.  Dyson Vacuum Cleaner / detail from Alien HR.GIGER  
Source : Wikimedia commons / creative commons /flikr/artur rydzewski 
 
As a consequence, we are most definitely not interested in this narrative nor vocabulary of 
machine. We feel technology needs to be appropriate to the given context and not at the 
expense of experience, gesture and emotion. 
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INSIGHT and CONTEXT_innovation  
as mirror of absence (Update #0391_FKd) 
 
There is a on-going opiatic relationship between the remit of advanced technological change, 
with its motto of faster_smaller_more powerful and its insatiable market audience, especially 
within the youth. This symbiotic arrangement fuelled by seamless advertising inducing desire 
and creation of needs of people mostly dressed in white jump suits and together with their 
tech-nerds who, fully integrated, drive this seductive engineered form of decay. 
 
There are also those who recognise there is a need for more. A more intelligent response and 
propose careful and thoughtful products as an alternative counterpoint to this dominant and 
expanding virtual environment.  
 
We promote the use of appropriate technology, a form of high tech/low tech as an extension of 
our sustainable actions. We believe where possible there is an adaption of technology relative 
to a specific set of available skills found within the immediate vernacular context. Traditional 
and local methods can be also further developed as contemporary applications in the 
rediscovery of new solutions. 
 
A set of beliefs offering tangible substance can inspire other designers to provide references 
and frameworks for our children, so they can discern the difference between the real and the 
virtual. Avoiding turning a video game into a crime scene. Designers too are open see the 
benefits of appropriate technology but to design with an emphasis on the real and a need for 
touchable substance and not only from a material perspective in a small attempt to change the 
matter and manner in which we live. To improve the possibility of efficient social exchange 
through considered products and configured spatial arrangements. 
 

 
Figure 12. Crash Magazine, Paris ( front cover) 1998.             
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The logical endgame for such technological advance is the ephemeral and intangible interface 
that exists only when necessary and on demand. A biomorphic format, with embedded tools as 
extensions of our body responding to commands emitted neurologically and interfaced to our 
central nervous system and gestured executed through light generating cells, screens creating 
visualisations where artificial and real co-exist within the eye and with nano keyboards for 
fingertips. The physical body enhanced and improved via technology and at all the expense of 
direct experience, exchange and communication. 
 
Essentially there’s a movement toward nothing. Whilst we enjoy the idea of nothing as a 
conceptual frame, and it is useful from a sustainable position. However, there are problematic 
issues if we place this as a driver of form as the logical endpoint, there is an absence of the 
physical. 
 
From an early age we construct our understanding of the world through our relationships with 
people, space and objects, materials and gestures offer further insight and associations. We 
learn and live through a physical experience. Objects become special, spaces become familiar 
and a certain level of emotional comfort is achieved and where recovery, even safety is a 
possibility, a retreat. 
 
If we look further back to a moment prior to our hunting and gathering existence. Design as a 
concept obviously did not exist, yet, creativity on a daily level was highly important, and 
without such skills we would simply die. Individuals were not named as architects, product and 
fashion designers this terminology obviously this came later.  
 
Certain people were good at different things, building shelters and hunting for example, and 
the limited objects we carried, stone knives, spears, flints, etc. became highly important as they 
sustained life. Their tangible and material reality reassured the carrier. As a consequence, they 
became emotionally charged through this association of necessity. A key aspect of this 
relationship outside of their functional use is their prominent materiality. I would argue that a 
simple caress is enough to provoke a sense of ease, knowing that a fire is possible, equates to 
warmth, sustenance and safety. 
 
We now witness the continued presence of the smartphone (talisman) with their myriad of 
interfaces and rendering other artefacts defunct. We can imagine there’s no need for a watch, 
camera music system etc. We may understand that the television replaced symbolically the 
fireplace, with its continued provision of light and familiar presence upon nightfall, and this 
kinetic presence has morphed into the LED screen. 
 
Our conclusion being, no matter how sophisticated we imagine the future reality will be, it will 
be real, and our response to the driving force of the interface of the virtual is to compensate for 
this infinitely expansive surface of a few electrons in depth is the accentuation of the tangible 
and touchable associated references to the textures of noble materials as found in Nature.  
 
Working on the tactile, sensorial and associational memory, using translated naturel, with 
associated palette of materials offer the possibility to develop a sense of dreaming, or 
dislocation through enhanced designated space. 
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The talismanic object, charged with superstition and meaning based on personal experience. 
Following from Ettore Sottsass’s belief in a sensorial approach to design… 
 
   “ I believe sensoriality is the most primitive, the most immediate thing. If I want to 
rethread hypothetical origins, I must concern myself with the senses. My childhood was sharply 
affected by the presence of what is summarily called Nature; by the smells and colours of the 
seasons, by the noises of water, of the wind, of rocks crashing down the Dolomites...During my 
childhood I had a vast sensorial landscape.” 
 

“ For me that experience of childhood and adolescence was decisive, leading me to 
think that the way you really interpret the world is mainly through your senses. Clearly, the 
senses are never pure, there is no pure sensoriality. Sensoriality in the moment it exists already 
has a form, a culture if you like. “ 
 
Ettore Sottsass 
 
There is a rekindled interest in minimalism via sustainability, this is now trending and promoted 
by leading designers as the “super NORMAL”, or as we’d describe it as banal or NONdesign. And 
of course within this absurd contradiction of a NONdesign typology there is an abundance of 
creativity to achieve a believable sense of hyper-normality. A complex tag indeed. We offer 
some interesting examples of recent works as an illustration of this creative phenomena, and as 
a point of departure, if we take Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain readymade (1917). 
 

 
Figure 13 Fountain, Readymade 1917 Marcel Duschamp, Artist. 
Source: Wikimedia.org photo. stieglitz 
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We appreciate the absence of function (partially removed by artist) and can accept the 
renaming of any object to modify the viewers understanding of a given object/product, the 
renaming offering new perceptions is in itself a creative act. We also recognise the continued 
residual memory of a former function as a typology and design strategy. With instruction and 
guidance taken from the title, (this piece only works in tandem with a parallel text) as without a 
text reference there is little or no impact. An impact remains limited even with the name of the 
artist, “R.Mutt” phonetically reminding the viewer of the prediction of an induced RIOT that 
followed due to its inclusion in the open salon of 1917. 
 
There are similar parallels found within contemporary design’s cultural agenda, specifically in 
the work of Naoto Fukasawa’s and his hand held digital TV screen product for NEC Mitsubishi. 
 

 
Figure 14. Mini LCDTV Monitor (2004) Naoto Fukasawa 
Source: naoto fukasawa phaidon p.73 
 
The residual memory of a former defunct technology, notably, the cathode ray tube (CRT) from 
an 80’s Television, television as “furniture” typology, has been formally “sampled” and 
translated into a LCD digital TV screen. There is an obvious change in scale and there is a 
determined visual association, where its form acts as both stand. What is important to 
appreciate is the experience of the product is prime, rather than its approximate ergonomic 
geometry. It has not been designed using a conventional process where the evolution of the 
idea moves hand in glove with technological comfort. It has its origins in a nostalgia for a lost 
form. And a form that is the driver, where appropriate technology is inserted around the formal 
narrative and its ergonomics suffers the consequences of poor performance.  
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What is interesting is a disconnect between the probable target audience and the design 
narrative of the designer, given, in order to get the creative joke one would need to have been 
born before 1995!. This is an example of an outsider viewpoint. Where unique inspirations 
generate key point of departure for the evolution of the intervention. A personal and 
idiosyncratic cultural agenda as driver and one that is counterpoint to the current perceived 
dominant direction of innovation and a technology without substance.  
 
My mission is to design things that seem normal, but they are a special kind of normal. So that 
when people pick up the product that I have designed, they will say, “Oh this is normal. But it’s 
a good normal-super normal.” 
 
Naoto FUKASAWA 

 
ANDREAS AND MICHELE 
 
Italian design has long been considered having a deep connection with sensual form and 
innovative use of materials shaped by a thorough understanding of artisanal craft translated to 
industrial mass production. We continue to appreciate and take inspiration from their intuitive 
vision and beliefs. To paraphrase Ettore Sottsass, “I am not thinking about the torque and 
efficiency of the engine when I’m driving my car…”  
 
There is an overriding emphasis on experience of the artefact, space and/or product at the 
expense of functional efficiency. 

 
Figure 15. Andreas BRANZI, Architect “Animali Domestici.” Circa 1983  Source. Creative 
commons flikr/narisa 
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In the early 80’s Andreas Branzi developed a series of sculptures presented as Avant projects, a 
3D collage of both natural raw materials and manmade machined elements. There was no 
indication to an eventual function, simply,  
 
a collection of fluid forms that expressed a possibility relationship to a domestic landscape. This 
emphasis on raw natural materials as a contrast to conventional production methods was a 
reminder of Man’s previous important connection with Nature. 
 
“This joining of manmade and natural materials, of the gestural and the methodical, is an 
ongoing exploration in Branzi's work that dates back to his Animali Domestici series in the 
1980s. Animali Domestici was the first time that Branzi started including raw trees into his work, 
a detail that we see included in the Plank series.” 
 

                 
Figure 16. Michele de Lucchi, Architect. “La Casa Decorata (The Decorative House)” 1979. 
 
Another interesting observation taken from the archive of Michele de Lucchi, Architect, Milano 
Italy, with his series of prototypes shown in 1979 at the Triennale de Milano, entitled, “La Casa 
Decorata. (The Decorative House).” The collection, with its driving focus targeting societies 
relationship with mass produced objects, was introduced in 1979. A series of lacquered-wood 
prototypes of household appliances can be seen as a direct provocation to the dominant 
technology driven post Bauhaus era. See Dieter RAMS. Their disruptive use of colour and 
cartoon like playfulness, is a shift to a new focus and celebration of formal narratives and 
impact to reducing technology to a simple background and provision of service.  
It must be noted that although never executed, these prototypes served to inspire later 
generations of industrial designers in their attempt to create and redefine 3D visual clarity and 
simplicity of form within the market, with a shift from the technological to the formal 
experience of driven narratives. The subsequent products from Philips and Alessi are inheritors 
of this fluid approach to story-telling within the arena of industrial mass produced design. 
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RON ARAD’S MISFIT SERIES (OPEN MODULAR SYSTEMS) 

           
Figure 17. Ron Arad, Architect. Misfit Series 2007. Source: MOROSO  
 
Ron Arad, UK architect and designer is well known for his metal furniture and one offs, 
however, his work for Moroso, an Italian furniture company is exceptional on many levels as is 
their provision of comfort. 
 
What we find useful to our project, is the notion of unpredictability of choice, imperfection and 
absence of a definitive form through the myriad of possibilities available on assembly. There is 
no exact ideal form, more importantly, a number of permutations are offered to impact on the 
final modular landscape of the seating. An open modular system. 
 
Furthermore, there is an active relinquishing of form on behalf of the designer. A generous 
gesture, allowing the user (employee) an opportunity to invest in the outcome of the products 
format and as a consequence the space. Changing the internal arrangements of the seating 
from time to time, in alignment with seasonal variations is one potential strategy to maintain a 
greater level of enthusiasm and presence within the employee cohort. Employees invest with 
personalized solutions, as they would do within their home. Highlighting the blurring of the 
domestic and work typologies. 
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04_PHYSICAL CONTEXT (HYDERABAD) 
Predominant and existing working environments 
 
INDIA CULTURE AND PEOPLE 
TARGET USER DEMOGRAPHICS AND ATTITUDES 
WORK_INTERFACES 
CLIENT ANALYSIS AND ASPIRATIONS 
AVAILABLE LOCAL TECHNOLOGIES 
 

 
Figure 18. Contextual Study, Hyderabad, India. Source: stokes (2018). 
 
As a pretext to this study, and justification of the choice of intervention, we spend more time 
typically at work than at home with our loved ones, and we acknowledge that designed space 
impacts on our physical, emotional mood and psychological state. These observations will 
combine to shape our intervention and to facilitate greater impact within everyday life. We are 
certain that our proposal as a consequence of this brief will not resolve on-going conflicts 
within office politics, or pay grade differences between gender, yet merely offer a more 
comfortable environment for such discussions to take place.  
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WORKING CONDITIONS AND CULTURE 
 

    
Figure 19. Urban Narratives Digital Collage (2018).  
Source: creative commons p.asman and jill lenoble. Figure 19. © stokes 2018 
  
India is a vast country, and akin to its diverse culture, working environments are also diverse. 
Parameters that shape the working environments typically are what tier city it is and to what is 
the scale of the company. While most of these corporate jobs are typically 9 to 5, the 
conditions on the ground are not from 9 to 5. Collaborations with huge multi-national 
companies from various countries and time zones, Indian offices will operate different shifts 
and schedules. While some do work from 9AM TO 5 PM, for some it is 2PM TO 10PM, 8PM TO 
4PM depending on the company. 
 

 
Figure 20. Urban Narratives Digital Collage (2018). 
Source: creative commons/flikr ILO / wikimediacommons.org.uk 
 
The privilege of having a designated desk also is subjective to the type of company it is and also 
whether there are spatial constraints. On a general note, most of these offices bind their 
employees physically to a desk as part of their contractual job description and this leads to 
exhaustion and monotonous state of mind. Such employees are engaged during their 4th year 
academic institutions through campus internship interviews every year. Hundreds and 
thousands of students are employed each year and training programmes are compulsory for 
first few months and then repetition of everyday demands commences. 
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While talking about Indian work culture, there are two different work engagement cultures that 
are currently to be considered. Creating a lively atmosphere and environment that will benefit 
employees both physically and mentally in such a way that it no longer resembles or feels like a 
typical office anymore.  
 
And another possibility, is to allow employees to work from home or from anywhere for that 
matter. Work is now being demarcated by delivery and deadlines and not by spatial restriction. 
This is a huge change for Indian workforce, mostly for working women with young children at 
home, flexible schedules have a positive impact to work in such environments. This 
fundamental change will not just reduce the rate of unemployment in India but also let’s 
anyone who has had lost opportunities because of this lack of flexibility, contribute to the GDP 
of the country.   
 
Indian work culture is slowly catching up with health assessment of their employees. While the 
idea of physical fitness has considered and adopted through the introduction of gyms within 
offices, mental assessment and wellbeing is also slowly coming to the fore. Adverse affects of 
mental health or dissatisfaction that the work causes are being assessed and addressed. This 
doesn’t just help the employee personally but helps the office maintain a good social 
environment for other employees and improve everyone’s productivity and efficiency.  
 

Figure 21. Urban Narratives Digital Collage (2018). 
Source: ShankhNaad / © stokes 2018 
 
Due to its high millennial demographics, i.e. 400 million between the age of 18 to 34, the 
corporate sector in India has a lot of draw from. It was estimated that in 2012, 2.8 million 
people were employed directly and 8.9 million indirectly in the IT sector and expected to add 
230,000 more jobs that year.  
Telangana state alone, home of the city of Hyderabad, one of the IT hubs of India, has seen a 
rise of 13.85% in terms of export rate I.e., 11.5 billion to 13.1 billion in an year in the year 2016-
2017.  This huge rise in value has both positive and negative attributes. The work culture has to 
therefore shift organically respecting the socio-cultural differences in India within different 
states than adapting work environment models that work in western countries.  
 
 
Within this layer of 18-35 year old working population, from a design agenda, where the 
creative connections and thinking process are relative to a generation born into the normality 
of virtual and operate comfortably and with ease within this interface at the detriment of their 
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direct physical experience. This layer of population and their attitude towards work and life 
balance will undoubtedly shape the future of India. 
 
We further understand the digital condition is a continuum of the innovation of the agricultural 
revolution.  We cannot change this relentless momentum of technological advance. It simply is 
and we accept it, as we embraced the shift from savannah to field, field to city to factory, and 
now factory to office. And it cannot be ignored and corporate space and associated integrated 
products are our target context. We embrace the freedom and possibilities of a new typology 
of space, super fluid spaces, which reflect this new physically non-tethered condition. We 
respond on a haptic scale and this offers opportunities around which we can weave 3D and 
material possibilities. 
 
An advantage of this transformed environment meshed with residual play is an opportunity for 
new creative collisions, the tangible translated to intangible and equally with a shift from 
physical work to the cerebral data bytes. Such external forces are clearly driven by market and 
technological innovations and are impossible to ignore. There is an impact on commercial 
demand, as a consequence Design must respond to these cultural aspirations. 

CLIENT ANALYSIS 
 
Our application and context is the process of work and workflow environments conventionally 
in corporate space in India. We acknowledge a creative methodology is necessary within a 
remarkable given physical context, notably, the multi-layered chaotic condition with eclectic 
non-ideal solutions, as offered by the post post-modernist situation as found in Hyderabad, 
India. 
 
At the time of writing, we are currently in dialogue with a number of potential clients with an 
eventual agreement for a working case study and provision of existing physical context will be 
established. Once this has been formalized a full analysis of client corporate identity and 
aspirations across all platforms will be instigated. 

AVAILABLE LOCAL TECHNOLOGIES 
 

 
Figure 22. Technology of Craft digital collage. Source: © stokes (2018). 
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Operating good practice in terms of using both local material when possible and labour skills 
relative to workable sustainable actions to reduce transportation costs and CO2 footprint. 
Furthermore, we have access to a material recycling process where plastic bags are converted 
to a material with excellent acoustic absorption characteristics. Acoustic screen elements will 
be included in our approach to the design of the space. 
 
Within the region of Telangana state there are excellent timber source and a talented craft and 
metal and woodworking resource, all necessary skills and processes for the production of office 
furniture and connected break out spaces. 
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05_CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
Well-being, play and user interface as prime driver 

 
NATURE TRANSLATED, A RESPONDSE TO THE INTANGIBLE 
CREATIVE PLAY AND OPEN MODULAR SYSTEMS (CHOICE) 

DEFINITIONS OF WELLBEING AT WORK 

 

 
Figure 23. Apple Update Icon 2018. Source © stokes 2018 
 
As previously stated, we believe, a continued disconnect with the tangible is a dangerous social 
condition, one where any previous understanding of authenticity has been lost and deceptive 
visions of a reconstructed truth can take any shape and form.  
 
A consequence of this observation defines our agenda, “Design as Doctor”, where space can no 
longer be limited to a Modernist vision of functionality. As designers, we embrace the material 
reference of the Natural as real, and a counterpoint to societies obsessive relationship with 
technological interfaces.  
Our proposal will seek to address this imbalance through a disruptive and sensorial approach, 
embracing the natural, more specifically a translation of the natural in the creation of space and 
inserted furniture. We believe that associative sensorial memory can provoke change in the 
mind-set of users and shift to a more comfortable state of mind. A form of depaysment. 
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If we chose to name a garden swing as office, the renaming of this artefact is in itself a creative 
act, and its successful functional transformation has little to do with its immediate efficiency as 
a seat but relies more on the adoption of a believable narrative. The additional presence of the 
cloud and free Wi-Fi access we can now consider the swing or any previous inappropriate space 
as a new place to think. Given thinking is a dominant component of the creative process. It is 
now therefore a place to work, and this flexibility found in work and space is a new typology. 
 

                      
Figure 24. Non Office Office, Plender_5104sm, julian stallabrass 2010. 
Source:creative Commons julian stallabrass.  
 
The emergence of the phrase, the “non office office”, is a clever manipulation of terminology 
too, where the occupant is lulled into a false sense of comfort, as effectively, this rebranding of 
both existing and corporate space into “playground”. An indication of work as play. 
 
This renaming has a massive, yet subtle, impact on the continuous demands placed on 
employee. Consequently, we are always ON. This is a future construct, and although there is a 
relaxed superficial re-alignment with t shirts and flip flops, under the surface of comfort the 
continual remit of managerial suits remain. 
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DEFINITION(S) OF WELLBEING AT WORK 
 
Workplace Wellbeing relates to all aspects of working life, from the quality and safety of the 
physical environment, to how workers feel about their work, their working environment, the 
climate at work and work organisation. The aim of measures for workplace well-being is to 
complement OSH measures to make sure workers are safe, healthy, satisfied and engaged at 
work. Workers well-being is a key factor in determining an organisation’s long-term 
effectiveness. Many studies show a direct link between productivity levels and the general 
health and well-being of the workforce. 
  
Another definition of wellbeing at work (WAW) in the literature has a stronger focus on what 
the employee could achieve when supported by the organisation, i.e. ‘creating an environment 
to promote a state of contentment which allows an employee to flourish and achieve their full 
potential for the benefit of themselves and their organisation’.  
 
A few definitions have arisen from within the European Union (EU), but one used by the 
European Working Conditions Observatory (EWCO) incorporates productivity:  
 
‘Well-being at work means safe, healthy and productive work in a well-led organisation by 
competent workers and work communities who see their job as meaningful and rewarding, and 
see work as a factor that supports their life management’.  
 
This definition expands the WAW concept to include ‘life’ and thus non-work elements, thereby 
highlighting that WAW may not necessarily be confined to the work environment.  
 
Negative contributing factors: 
 
Psychological well-being can also be affected negatively, as is the case with a degrading and 
unrewarding work environment, unfulfilling obligations and unsatisfying relationships. Social 
interaction has a strong effect on well-being as negative social outcomes are more strongly 
related to well-being than are positive social outcomes. Childhood traumatic experiences 
diminish psychological well-being throughout adult life, and can damage psychological 
resilience in children, adolescents, and adults. Perceived stigma also diminished psychological 
well-being, particularly stigma in relation to obesity and other physical ailments or disabilities. 
 
International Labour Organisation 

 

A recent interview with an over-worked and stressed company 
 director based in Hyderabad. 

 
Recent findings outline that achieving a Healthy Balance between life and work are beyond the 
scope of the limitations to what design can achieve. 
 
Health, wellness, and wellbeing. You hear these phrases often and now more than ever. Interior 
designers can directly impact on the lives of our clients by designing healthy environments. As 
good as our designs can be, they must match the lifestyle decisions of those who live, work, and 
play in the spaces we design. Great design can do everything from creating highly functional 
spaces to improving indoor air quality and helping regulate your body’s circadian rhythms. But, 
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do we as designers follow the lifestyle choices and workplace policies we preach to our clients 
when it comes to creating a healthy balance in our personal lives? 
 
In all truth, finding a healthy balance is something I struggle with daily, despite my best 
intentions. As designers and creative thinkers, I believe we have a unique challenge – our brains 
never turn off – our minds keep churning and quite often the work never stops. Every time we 
enter a space, we are bombarded with shapes, forms, textures, and all sorts of materials. For 
me, the line between life, work, and running a thriving business can often blur so much that 
they become one. 
Creating a sense of balance is unique to each of us. We all have diverse lifestyles, cultures, 
values, and daily demands. What I consider a healthy balance may not work for others on my 
team. For me, an element of control provides me with a mental balance. 
  
Here are a few of the things that help me find a work/life balance. In my case, a significant step 
in the right direction was simply identifying the key factors that contribute to my mental and 
physical health. 
 
Spend quality time with your supportive base. For me, that is my family and a small group of 
close friends. The time we spend together keeps me grounded as to who I am and what is 
important to me. Live, laugh, love comes to mind!    
 
Keep it physical. In addition to improving my physical health, an hour in the gym helps release 
stress and gives me a chance to unplug. Burn up the treadmill for 60 minutes –it will clear your 
mind. I try to hit the gym at least three times a week. 
 
Find time for yourself. Historically, this has been one of the hardest things for me to adhere to. 
Somehow and somewhere in your busy week, find time to make it all about you. For instance, 
my firm recently began offering meditation sessions each Tuesday afternoon.  
 
A quick 30 minutes can improve my mind-set. 
 
 

 
Figure 25. Ryff Model Well-Being Diagram Source: positivepsychology.org.uk 
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06_CONCLUSIONS AS VISUAL ESSAY 
Image-text constructs as a point of departure for a future creative 
intervention 

 

 
Figure 26. Design Narrative 2018 Source: creative commons/pexals stokes (2018). 
 
Our presentation is interactive, containing approximately 35 images that define agenda, 
analysis, context and visualising the underlying creative process and culture. A parallel visual 
essay that co-exists within a conventional narrative, where medias coincide, overlap, collide, 
contradict and at times remain enigmatically silent. 
 
We conclude phase 01 of our presentation with an introduction to our analytical design process 
using a sequence of open conditions expressed as IMAGE_TEXT constructs that act as a bridge 
between the analytical and subsequent creative phase of the project. The adjectival clusters 
will frame, shape and give direction and format to our future interventions. 
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CREATIVE STRAND 01 
Abstracted Nature 
 
A creative collision of Sottsass, Fukasawa and Branzi via Duchamp, provides we believe a strong 
semiotic connection through adopting sensorial approach to design of space and associated 
products. A further use of embedded translated raw natural materials contrasted by the 
systematic and synthetic.  
 

 
Figure 28. Design Narrative, dreamstate. Source: stokes (2018). 
 
The Natural framed within the artificial. Adopting the Natural within the material palette is a 
means to induce a sense of emotional wellbeing through triggered associated memory, a 
triggered residual memory of another state, “dépaysment” (see definition). 
 

 
Figure 29. Design Narrative, Wellbeing Threshold. Source: stokes. (2018). 
 
Etymology: From dépayser + -ment.  
Noun dépaysement m (plural dépaysements)  the feeling of not being at home, in a foreign or 
different place, can be either a good or a bad feeling; change of scenery. 
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CREATIVE STRAND 02 
Work and Play, Creative Engagement. 
 
After abundant experience within teaching and watching our own children develop, we 
collectively noted as infants we learn creatively through play to understand the world around 
us as a daily occurrence. People who retain this sense of ludic curiosity appear to function well 
socially, professionally and in their skin. Generally, we begin to lose our enthusiasm for play 
with the onset of secondary school, where freehand drawing is less expansive and imaginary 
freeform play scenarios become less frequent. There is an overriding sense of conformity and 
one where difference is not celebrated. 
 
Essentially the educational system, as we see it, incrementally filters out any scope for 
creativity and the Arts are undervalued. There are obviously exceptions, however, as 
educationalists, from our direct experience, spend the first years at university attempting to 
unravel the assumptions and rules established in secondary school from aged 11 onwards. 
 
We are not alone in this belief. Richard Hutten, designer and self-declared evolved “Homo-
luden”, no longer “Homo-sapien”, and his career defining creative ideology is based almost 
entirely upon “play” as an integral creative component of his projects. We fully embrace this 
approach, and where possible adopts an “open modular system” allowing playful change to 
occur. An introduction of flexible format to permeate our solution, intervening within 
environments with an ability to modify flexible working spaces is a gesture to retain interest. 
Provoking enthusiasm and encourages an individual to invest in any occupied space where 
work occurs, as one would invest in our own domestic space, a hybrid typology that clearly 
located between the home and office. 
 
As an extension of this belief, if we chose to name a garden swing as office, the renaming of this 
artefact is in itself a creative act, and its successful functional transformation has little to do 
with its immediate efficiency but relies more on the adoption of a believable narrative. As a 
consequence of the cloud and free Wi-Fi access we can now consider the swing or any previous 
inappropriate space as a new place to think. Given thinking is a dominant component of the 
creative process. It is now therefore a place to work, and this flexibility of work and space is a 
new typology and driver.  
 
We are currently in dialogue with several corporate companies based in Hyderabad, to provide 
a partnership and collaborative live vehicle, for phase 02, effectively transforming this 
theoretical study into the context of the real. 
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Figure 30. THINK-PLAY-WORK. Source: © stokes (2018). 
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